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  PERFORATED RINGS
  DIMENSIONS PRICE
 M600 2 2.16" ø x 0.78" h $8.90
 M600 2.5 2.55" ø x 0.78" h $9.60 
 M600 3 2.95" ø x 0.78" h $11.40 
 M600 4 4.13" ø x 0.78" h $12.60 
 M600 5 4.92" ø x 0.78" h $13.90
 M600 6 6.10" ø x 0.78" h $15.00 
 M600 7 7.28" ø x 0.78" h $15.90 
 M600 8 8.07" ø x 0.78" h $17.00

  PERFORATED SQUARE
  DIMENSIONS PRICE
 M678 2 2.75" l x 0.39" h $10.70
 M678 3 3.14" l x 0.78" h $11.70 
 M678 5 5.9" l x 0.78" h  $15.40 
 M678 7 7.87" l x 0.78" h $16.90

  FLAN RINGS (CLASSIC)
  Stainless steel with rolled edges.
  DIMENSIONS PRICE
 M266 2.3 2.38" ø x 0.63" h $22.50 6 Pack
 M266 2.5 2.5" ø x 0.63" h $23.50 6 Pack 
 M266 2.75 2.75" ø x 0.75" h $24.00 6 Pack 
 M266 3 3" ø x 0.75" h $24.20 6 Pack 
 M266 3.5 3.5" ø x 0.75" h $24.80 6 Pack
 M266 4 4" ø x 0.75" h $25.40 6 Pack 
 M266 6.25 6.25" ø x 0.75" h $4.50 
 M266 8 8" ø x 0.75" h $5.20 
 M266 9.5 9.5" ø x 0.75" h $5.80

VALRHONA RINGS
These tart rings are designed and created in partnership with the "Ecole du 
Grand Chocolat Valrhona". The clever addition of perforations improves this 
classic and fundamental mold. They promote evenly baked products with  
uniform browning. The smooth edges and interior finish allow for easy removal 
of product and tart with a clean even rim. Stainless steel with smooth edges.

  PERFORATED RECTANGLE
  DIMENSIONS PRICE
 M677 4.7" l x 0.78" h $12.20

NEW!

STAINLESS STEEL PASTRY RINGS

  ENTREMET RINGS
  Strong stainless steel. 1.38" height.
    DIAMETER PRICE
 M246 2.75 2.75" $6.90
 M246 3 3" $7.90 
 M246 3.5 3.5" $8.00 
 M246 4 4" $8.50 
 M246 4.5 4.5" $9.70
 M246 6 6" $16.20 
 M246 8 8" $17.80 
 M246 9.5 9.5" $18.30 
 M246 10 10" $24.60

http://www.jbprince.com/molds/valrhona-perforated-tart-ring-2.16-inches-diameter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/molds/valrhona-perforated-tart-ring-2.55-diameter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/valrhona-perforated-ring-3-inches-diameter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/valrhona-perforated-ring-4-inches-diameter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/molds/valrhona-perforated-tart-ring-4.92-inches-diameter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/valrhona-perforated-ring-6-inches-diameter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/molds/valrhona-perforated-tart-ring-7.28-inches-diameter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/valrhona-perforated-ring-8-inches-diameter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/molds/valrhona-perforated-square-tart-ring-2.75-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/molds/valrhona-perforated-square-tart-ring-3.14-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/molds/valrhona-perforated-square-tart-ring-5.9-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/molds/valrhona-perforated-square-tart-ring-7.87-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/molds/valrhona-perforated-rectangle-tart-ring-2.75-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/flan-ring-60mm-diam-6-pack.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/flan-ring-65mm-diam6-pack.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/flan-ring-275-inch-stainls-steel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/flan-ring-3-inch-stainls-steel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/flan-ring-9-cm-stainls-steel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/flan-ring-4-inch-stainless-steel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/flan-ring-625-inchstainless-steel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/flan-ring-8-inch-stainless-steel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/flan-ring-95-inch-stainless-steel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/entremet-ring-275-x-133-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/entremet-ring-3-inch-x-133-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/entremet-ring-35-inch-x-133.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/entremet-ring-4-inch-x-133-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/entremet-ring-45-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/entremet-ring-6-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/entremet-ring-8-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/entremet-ring-95-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/entremet-ring-10-inch-x-13-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=m600
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=m678
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=m678
http://www.jbprince.com/molds/valrhona-perforated-rectangle-tart-ring-2.75-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=m266
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=m246
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CAKE RINGS
Strong stainless steel. 2" height. 
  DIAMETER PRICE
 M570 2.75 2.75" $13.30
 M570 3 3" $13.50 
 M570 3.5 3.5" $13.70 
 M570 4 4" $14.80 
 M570 6 6" $19.50
 M570 8 8" $21.70 
 M570 9 9" $24.20 
 M570 10 10" $27.50 
 M570 12 12" $31.30

2.38" height.   
  DIAMETER PRICE
 M247 2.75 2.75" $8.70
 M247 3 3" $8.90 
 M247 3.5 3.5" $11.90 
 M247 4 4" $13.90 
 M247 6 6" $14.90
 M247 8 8" $16.20 
 M247 9.5 9.5" $19.90 
 M247 10 10" $21.00 
 M247 12 12" $29.70

TALL CAKE RINGS
Strong stainless steel. 3" height. 
  DIAMETER PRICE
 M446 2.75 2.75" $9.40
 M446 3 3" $9.70 
 M446 3.5 3.5" $9.80 
 M446 4 4" $11.80 
 M446 6 6" $15.90
 M446 8 8" $17.90 
 M446 9.5 9.5" $22.30 
 M446 10 10" $24.90 
 M446 12 12" $29.90 
 M446 14 14" $39.90

ROLLS OF HEAVY CLEAR ACETATE
Acetate roll for cakes and dessert wraps 
or as mold liners. 500 ft. per roll.
  HEIGHT PRICE
 B860 1.38 1.38" $15.60
 B860 1.75 1.75" $18.60  
 B860 2 2"  $20.80 
 B860 2.38 2.38" $23.90 
 B860 2.5 2.5" $24.90 
 B860 3 3" $29.20

PRE-CUT ACETATE STRIPS
For lining dessert molds. Makes removal easier. 1,000 strips per package. 
Measurements are for maximum allowable diameter.
  DIAMETER LENGTH HEIGHT PRICE
 M435 1 2" 6.5" 1" $10.20
 M435 1.5 3" 9.5" 1.5" $18.60 
 M436 A 2.5 8" 1.5" $17.40 
 M436 C 3" 9.75" 1.75" $21.30 
 M436 D 3" 9.75" 2.33" $26.90 
 M436 E 3" 9.75" 2" $23.70

http://www.jbprince.com/cake-and-bread-molds/medium-cake-ring-275-x-2-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cake-and-bread-molds/medium-cake-ring-3-x-2-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cake-and-bread-molds/medium-cake-ring-35-x-2-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cake-and-bread-molds/medium-cake-ring-4-x-2-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cake-and-bread-molds/medium-cake-ring-6-x-2-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cake-and-bread-molds/medium-cake-ring-8-x-2-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cake-and-bread-molds/medium-cake-ring-9-x-2-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cake-and-bread-molds/medium-cake-ring-10-x-2-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cake-and-bread-molds/medium-cake-ring-12-x-2-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/cake-ring-275-x-233-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/cake-ring-3-inch-x-233-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/cake-ring-35-inch-x-233-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/cake-ring-4-inch-x-233-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/cake-ring-6-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/cake-ring-8-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/cake-ring-95-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/cake-ring-10-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/cake-ring-12-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cake-and-bread-molds/tall-cake-ring-3-x-275.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cake-and-bread-molds/tall-cake-ring-3-x-3.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cake-and-bread-molds/tall-cake-ring-3-x-35.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cake-and-bread-molds/tall-cake-ring-3-x-4.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cake-and-bread-molds/tall-cake-ring-3-x-6.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cake-and-bread-molds/tall-cake-ring-3-x-8.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cake-and-bread-molds/tall-cake-ring-3-x-95.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cake-and-bread-molds/tall-cake-ring-3-x-10.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cake-and-bread-molds/tall-cake-ring-3-x-12.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cake-and-bread-molds/tall-cake-ring-3-x-14.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/plastic-cake-wrap-1.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/plastic-cake-wrap-2.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/plastic-cake-wrap-3.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/plastic-cake-wrap-4.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/plastic-cake-wrap-5.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/plastic-cake-wrap-6.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/acetate-ring-liners/plastic-strips-6.5-inch-x-1-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/acetate-ring-liners/plastic-strips-9.5-inch-x-1.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/acetate-ring-liners/plastic-strips-8-inch-x-15-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/acetate-ring-liners/plastic-strips-9.75-inch-x-1.75-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/acetate-ring-liners/plastic-strips-9.75-inch-x-2.3-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/acetate-ring-liners/plastic-strips-9.75-inch-x-2-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=m570
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=m247
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=m446
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=b860
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=m436
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VEGETABLE SLICERS

PROFESSIONAL SPIRAL
The finest, professional-quality slicer. It quickly and 
efficiently makes continuous julienne strands or flat 
ribbons for salads, garnishes, bird's nests, french fries 
or potato chips. Use any raw, firm vegetable such as 
carrot, potato, turnip, daikon, beet, onion, cabbage, 
cucumber, etc.

Heavy stainless steel and cast aluminum construction. 
Unit comes with three multi-blade cutting units: fine 
(2mm), medium (3mm) and large (6mm).  
Produces long thin continuous strands. The flat blade 
makes ribbon cuts. Comes apart for easy cleaning. 
14.5" l x 5.5" w x 10" h.
D350  $296.00

GOURMET SPIRAL
Makes beautiful, continuous strands and flat ribbons 
for salads, garnishes, bird's nests, french fries or potato 
chips. Unit comes with one flat blade and three 
interchangeable, multi-blade units (1mm spacing, 2mm, 
& 4mm). Made from stainless steel and heavy duty 
plastic. 14.5" l x 5.5" w x 9.5" h.
D349  $224.00

Parts available.
Contact Customer Service. 

Parts available.
Contact Customer Service. 

VEGETABLE SHEETERS - COUPE LANIERES
Heavy duty slicer/sheeter from Bron in France. Makes 
thin, continuous slices of potatoes, zucchini, carrots, 
turnips, daikon, apples, etc. Easy to use, hand
operated machine. Stainless steel frame and blade.
Plastic handles and rubber suction cup feet. Standard 
blade unit makes slices 1.5mm (less than 0.06").
Two other blades available. 1.5mm blade. 11" w x 10" l.
D491  $345.00

Parts available.
Contact Customer Service. 

Also, without helper handle, 
takes up less space. 11" w x 7" l.
D495  $329.00

http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/le-rouet-slicer-gourmet-model.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/spiral-vegetable-slicer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/bron-vegetable-sheeter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/bron-vegetable-sheeter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/bron-vegetable-sheeter-compact.asp
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10% OFF BRON MANDOLINES FROM FRANCE

STANDARD 38 BLADE MANDOLINE
38 Blade (one row of 0.13" spaced blades & one spaced 0.38"). 
Protector not included.
D311 A  $126.90  $114.00

STANDARD 38 BLADE WITH PROTECTOR.

D311 F  $149.00  $134.00

FINE 60 BLADE MANDOLINE
Same unit as D311 A, but with a 60 blade cutter 
(0.06" and 0.19" spacing). instead of the 38 blade 
cutter. Protector not included.
D311 B  $134.50  $121.00

FINE 60 BLADE MANDOLINE WITH PROTECTOR.

D311 FB  $159.00  $143.00

All styles include 
table edge support.

SUPER PRO MODEL
Makes the same cuts as the "Classic" mandoline, with a wider cutting surface, slip resistant 
feet, and 5 easy to change julienne blades (1, 2, 4, 7, & 10mm spacing). 
Protector rotates so waffle cuts can be simplified. 5.25" w x 16" l. 
D480  $169.00  $152.00

EXTRA BLADES AND ESSENTIALS
  PRICE
D311 D 38 blade unit for D311 A & F $59.80
D311 E 60 blade unit for D311 B & FB $73.50
D311 G Central cutting plate (flat blade) $33.00
D311 C Protector $35.30

JULIENNE BLADES
 SIZE PRICE
D490 1 1mm spacing $49.00
D490 2 2mm spacing $37.90
D490 4 4mm spacing $31.20
D490 7 7mm spacing $24.00 
D490 10 10mm spacing $21.00
D490 F Flat blade $34.20

SPECIAL PRICE UNTIL JULY 1!

CLASSIC MODELS
These are the famous, stainless steel slicers that make julienne, flat, ruffle and waffle cuts.
Adjustable flat blade with 2 rows of curved vertical (julienne) blades. 4.5" w x 16" l.

http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/standard-mandoline-38-blade.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/38-blade-mandoline-and-protector.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/fine-blade-mandoline-60-blade.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/60-blade-mandoline-protector.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/replacement-38-blade.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/replacement-60-blade.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/central-cutting-plate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/protector-for-mandoline.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/bron-super-pro-mandoline.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/bron-super-pro-mandoline.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/1mm-julienne-blade-d480.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/2mm-julienne-blade-d480.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/4mm-julienne-blade-d480.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/7mm-julienne-blade-d480.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/10mm-julienne-blade-d480.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/vegetable-slicing-and-sheeting-machines/flat-blade-for-d480.asp
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PASTA MACHINES
IMPERIA RESTAURANT
The industry standard for professional kitchens. Choose from either a manual or electric version 
depending on your pasta production needs. Both units allow you to consistently roll out and knead 
pasta dough; creating tender and uniform sheets of pasta. If you need to cut your sheets into 
various sizes, chose from 6 available options. Chromed steel exterior and rollers.

B. MANUAL

P107  $658.00
A. ELECTRIC
OUTPUT: 25 lbs. per hour.
GEAR DRIVEN MOTOR: 110V, 60 cycle, 3.0 amps.
P108  $1,574.00

C. CUTTERS. Price for each style is $148.00

IMPERIA PASTA PRESTO
Unique pasta machine for small restaurants or limited-use 
in larger restaurants and hotels. Engineered and produced 
by Italy's leading tabletop pasta machine manufacturer, this 
unit is used primarily in Italian homes for daily production of 
fresh pasta. Fettuccini and tagliatelle cutters are built into the 
machine. Cutters and the rollers are made of stainless steel. 
Other parts are enameled (xylan) steel and plastic.
P360  $427.00

ROLLER WIDTH: 5.5".
DIMENSIONS: 11" l x 8" w x 11" h.
MOTOR: 110V with 85W power.
COMMERCIAL WARRANTY: No warranty for commercial use.

A

B

C

ROLLER WIDTH: 9"
DIMENSIONS OF BASE: 12" l x 8.5" w.
WARRANTY: 6 months.

   STYLE SIZE
 P108 1  Angel Hair 1.5mm
 P108 2  Spaghetti 2mm
 P108 3  Linguine 4mm

   STYLE SIZE
 P108 5  Fettuccine 6.5mm
 P108 4  Tagliatelle 12mm
 P108 6  Round spaghetti 2mm

http://www.jbprince.com/pasta-machines/electric-pasta-machine.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pasta-machines/electric-pasta-machine.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pasta-machines/manual-pasta-machine-manual-.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pasta-machines/manual-pasta-machine-manual-.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pasta-machines/pasta-cuttter-angel-hair-15.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pasta-machines/pasta-cutter-spaghetti-20mm.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pasta-machines/pasta-cutter-linguine-4mm.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pasta-machines/pasta-cutter-tagliatelle-12mm.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pasta-machines/pasta-cutter-fettucine-65mm.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pasta-machines/pasta-cutter-rnd-sphaghetti.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pasta-machines/small-pasta-machine-110-volt.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=pasta+cutter
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PASTA EXTRUDING MACHINE WITH 4 BRONZE DIES
Dolly is a small "counter top" machine, compact and reliable; It is suitable for restaurants that 
want to produce small amounts of extruded pasta (5.5 lbs. per batch). Dolly can knead by using 
a variety of flours and it produces long or short pasta shapes by simply changing the die. The 
machine includes a rotating cutting knife for short pasta shapes. Its external structure is made of 
anodized aluminum and the parts that are in contact with pasta are made of stainless steel.
4 dies included: Angel Hair, Spaghetti, Zitti Rigati, and Fusille.
P415  $3,400.00

WEIGHT: 59 lbs.
DIMENSIONS: 11.4" l x 21.6" w x 11.8" h.
MOTOR POWER: 400W
KNEADING (VAT CAPACITY): 5.5 lbs.
EXTRUDED (PASTA PRODUCTION): 10 lbs/h
VOLTS: 110V, 60Hz

DIES. Price for each style is $136.00

MASTERING PASTA BY MARC VETRI WITH DAVID JOACHIM
Award-winning chef Marc Vetri wanted to write his first book about 
pasta. Instead, he wrote two other acclaimed cookbooks and  
continued researching pasta for ten more years. Now, the respected 
master of Italian cuisine finally shares his vast knowledge of pasta, 
gnocchi, and risotto in this inspiring, informative primer featuring 
expert tips and techniques, and more than 100 recipes.
8.75" l x 9.75" w. 261 pages. Hardcover.
L1882  $22.00

FLOUR + WATER: PASTA BY THOMAS MCNAUGTON 
WITH PAOLO LUCCHESI
From San Francisco's wildly popular Italian restaurant, flour + water, 
comes this complete primer on the craft of pasta making. Chef  
Thomas McNaughton shares his time-tested secrets to creating  
simple, delicious, and beautiful artisan pasta—from the best fresh 
doughs to shaping and cooking every type of pasta. With guidance 
from McNaughton and the secrets of flour + water's dough room,
anyone can learn to make amazing pasta. 10.25" l x 8.75" w.
288 pages. Hardcover.
L1871  $26.00

BOOKS ABOUT PASTA

NEW!

NEW!

  STYLE
 P415 1 Angel Hair
 P415 2 Spaghetti
 P415 3 Ziti rigati
 P415 4 Perciatelli

  STYLE
P415 5 Spaghetti a la chitara
P415 6 Rigatoni 
P415 7 Fusilli

http://www.jbprince.com/pasta-machines/pasta-extruding-machine-with-4-bronze-dies.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pasta-machines/angel-hair-bronze-die-for-p415.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pasta-machines/spaghetti-bronze-die-for-p415.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pasta-machines/ziti-rigati-bronze-die-for-p415.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pasta-machines/perciatelli-bronze-die-for-p415.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pasta-machines/spaghetti-alla-chitara-bronze-die-for-p415.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pasta-machines/rigatoni-bronze-die-for-p415.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pasta-machines/fusilli-bronze-die-for-p415.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cook-books-general-interest/flour-plus-water-pasta.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/culinary-books/mastering-pasta.asp
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FROZEN DESSERT MACHINE
Compact, well constructed, Italian machine has stainless steel 
body, blades, and mixing bowl. Quickly and easily produces 
ice cream, sorbet, gelatto, frozen yogurt, or frozen drinks.
P166  $699.00

BOWL CAPACITY: 1.5 quarts.
REFRIGERANT: 1R134 (meets latest environmental standards).
OUTPUT: 30 minutes per batch.
MOTOR: 115V, 60 cycles. 
DIMENSIONS: 12" l x 20" w x 14" h. 
WEIGHT: 40 lbs.
WARRANTY: 1 year limited from manufacturer.

GELATO PRO
Totally self-contained frozen dessert maker. Removable 
bowl for easy storage and cleaning. Convenient built in 
audible timer and newly designed motor drive which shuts 
off to prevent damage if mixture freezes solid.
P168  $299.00

BOWL CAPACITY: 2 quarts.
OUTPUT: 45 minutes per batch.
MOTOR: 110V current, 1/3 horsepower.
HORSEPOWER: 0.3.
DIMENSIONS: 11" l x 15" w x 13" h. 
WEIGHT: 39 lbs.
WARRANTY: No warranty for commercial use.

FROZEN DESSERT MACHINES

COMMERCIAL TABLETOP ICE CREAM MACHINE
Compact, well constructed, Italian ice cream machine has stainless steel body, stainless steel 
blades, and stainless steel bowl. Inside is a heavy duty 110V motor and compressor.
P180  $1,199.00

BOWL CAPACITY: 2 quarts (Non-removable).
REFRIGERANT: 1R134 (meets latest 
environmental standards). 
OUTPUT: 20 - 30 minutes per batch.
MOTOR: 110V, 60 cycles, 300W.
DIMENSIONS: 20" l x 20" w x 14" h.
WEIGHT: 66 lbs.
COMMERCIAL WARRANTY: 1 year limited
from manufacturer.

http://www.jbprince.com/ice-cream-machines/commercial-ice-cream-machine-2-qts.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/ice-cream-machines/frozen-dessert-machine-15-qts.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/ice-cream-machines/gelato-pro-by-lello-2qt.asp
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PRO 100 COUNTERTOP FREEZER
This is a countertop freezer for storing ice creams & gelatos. 
This unit is designed for restaurants, caterers, and gourmet 
shops. Its body is a double walled stainless steel with A class 
rated insulation. The lid is also a double walled 
construction made from tempered glass with a polycarbonate 
insert to improve insulation. A programmable thermostat  
allows you to set a temperature range and alarm that  
alerts you if temperatures exceed your desired range.  
All of these features help provide an ideal  
environment for storing ice creams & gelatos.
P345  $2,608.00
CAPACITY: 4 pans/2.5 quarts per pan. 
MOTOR: 120V, 60Hz, Power 200W.
OPERATING TEMP. RANGE: 10 to 0 ºF (-12 to -18 ºC) 
DIMENSIONS: 37" l x 19.75" w x 14.25" h.
WEIGHT: 55 lbs.
WARRANTY: 1 year.

ANTI-GRIDDLE COOLING MACHINE
The Grant Achatz inspired "Anti-Griddle" is a traditional cooktop with an amazing twist: the device 
quickly freezes sauces and purees instead of heating them! This unique innovation allows you to 
effortlessly freeze sauces and purees solid or develop semi-frozen creations with stable, crunchy 
surfaces and cool, creamy centers. The tantalizing dual textures help satisfy increasing consumer 
demands for new dining experiences. Let your culinary imagination run wild! Quickly freezes 
sauces and purees or just freezes the outer surfaces while maintaining a creamy center. 
Griddle-like top surface is constantly at -30 °F.
P355  $1,299.95

ELECTRIC POWER: 120V, 50/60Hz, 12 amps.
COOKING TEMPERATURE: Fixed at -30 °F (-34.44 °C).
WEIGHT: 69 lbs.
GRIDDLE DIMENSIONS: 14.5" l x 9.38" w. 
MACHINE OVERALL: 15.75" l x 18.75" w x 11.25" h.

Also available on special order with 240V, 50/60Hz, 7 amps.

NEW!

BOWL CAPACITY: 3.4 quarts.
REFRIGERANT: R404.
OUTPUT: 15 - 20 minutes per batch.
MOTOR: 120V, 60Hz.
DIMENSIONS: 19.3" l x 18.5" w x 14.57" h.
WEIGHT: 79 lbs.
WARRANTY: 1 year limited from manufacturer.

GELATO PRO 5K
The Gelato Pro 5k countertop machine is simple to use, 
powerful and fast. It produces high quality gelatos and 
ice creams in 15 to 20 minutes per batch. The machine's 
inner bowl, blade, and body are crafted from high quality 
stainless steel. The unit is outfitted with a 30 minute 
mechanical timer.
P419  2,990.00

http://www.jbprince.com/machines/gelato-pro-5K.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-machines/anti-griddle-cooling-machine-120v.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/culinary-machines/pro-100-countertop-freezer.asp
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• Color graphic display and touchscreen with intuitive icons.
• Whole and decimal portions -perfect for precise quantities
• Optional air pressure mode with automatic depressurization. 
• Easier to operate and now customizable. 
• Overfill rescue function. 
• Complete cleaning cycle shown on the display - visual guidance for simple and hygienic
 cleaning of the machine. 
• Customization of user settings - customize your Pacojet 2 to fit your preferences and needs.
• Extended performance life: Exclusive, Swiss engineered brushless motor with an extended 5  
 year warranty: Outstanding performance and reliability, significantly more quiet and
 practically wear-free.
• New international Pacojet 2 recipe book - featuring exquisite culinary inspirations
 created by Pacojet chefs from around the World.
• Special programs for processing fresh, non-frozen foods with the optional Pacojet Coupe Set.
• Cutting/Chopping -for tartare, farces, herbs, etc. Mixing/Whipping -for liquid foods. All without  
 generating heat - a processing cycle takes just 1 minute! 
P418  $5,300.00
RATED POWER: 950W
VOLTAGE: 230-240V / 50-60Hz, 90-120V / 50-60Hz
DIMENSIONS: 20" h x 8" w x 15" l.
NET WEIGHT: 15.7 kg / 34 lbs. 10oz.
BEAKER CAPACITY: 1.0 Liter / 1.2 quarts (135 mm / 5.2"., Ø: 130 mm / 5".)
MAX. FILL VOLUME: 0.8 Liter / 28 fl.oz.
IDEAL PACOTIZING TEMP. FOR FROZEN FOODS: - 22 °C / -8 °F
ROTATION SPEED: MOTOR: 6 000 rpm, Pacotizing Blade: 2 000 rpm
AIR PRESSURE: Approximately 1.2 bar / 17 lbs. in.

PACOJET 2
The original Paco Jet revolutionized the production of frozen desserts and creations. Now this 
ingenious idea has been expanded on and elevated. The Paco Jet 2 has added the following key 
feature for ease of use, superior performance and features for non frozen applications.

NEW!

STILL AVAILABLE:
THE ORIGINAL PACOJET

P395  $4,800.00

No dealer discount.

http://www.jbprince.com/machines/pacojet-2.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/machines/pacojet-2.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/ice-cream-machines/pacojet-with-2-beakers.asp
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EXTRA HEAVY DUTY SCOOPS
Chrome-plated, brass handles are cast rather than bent for 
a heavier feel, and years more service. Stainless steel bowls. 
Made in Germany by Stockel. 

B. OVAL

Price is $34.70
   SCOOP SIZE 

 U574 40 1oz
 U574 30 2oz
 U574 20 2.5oz

A. ROUND

Price is $33.50
   SCOOP SIZE 

 U573 7 5oz
 U573 16 2oz
 U573 24 1.5oz
 U573 50 1oz
 U573 70 0.75oz
 U573 100 0.5oz

POP MOLDS
These silicone mold system are for creating your favorite frozen snack on a stick. You can fill your 
mold with a prepared base and insert a wooden ice cream stick. The stick will be held centered 
and in place while your creation freezes solid. Then simply remove your pop from the mold.

  LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT CAPACITY FORMS STICKS PRICE
 A. M653 3.6" 1.8" 0.98" 3oz 12 50 $76.90
 B. M655 2.7" 1.5" 0.7" 1.25oz 16 100 $84.40 
 C. M665 0.80" 0.80" 0.80" 0.27oz 30 50 $69.70
 D. M667 0.80" 2.38" 0.90" 0.81oz 10 50 $61.10 
 E. M668 0.80" 2.35" 0.90" 0.74oz 10 50 $61.10

A

B

C

  LENGTH PRICE
X872 2.5 2.5" $4.20 
X872 3.5 3.5" $4.50 
X872 4.5" $5.40

POP MOLD STICKS
Pack of 100.

D

E

C
D

E
A & B

A

B

http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/extra-heavy-duty-round-scoop-5-oz-per-scoop-3.75.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/round-scoop-16-chromed.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/round-scoop-chromed.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/round-scoop-50-chromed.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/round-scoop-70-chromed.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/round-scoop-100.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/oval-scoop-40.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/oval-scoop-30.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/oval-scoop-20.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/silicone-pop-mold-in-tray-12-cavities.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/flexible-molds/silicone-mini-pop.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/mini-cube-pop-30-cavities.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/mini-rectangle-pop-mold-10-cavities.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/mini-u-shaped-pop-mold-10-cavities.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/molds/pop-mold-sticks-2.5-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/molds/pop-mold-sticks-3.5-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/molds/pop-mold-sticks-4.5-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/silicone-pop-mold-in-tray-12-cavities.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/flexible-molds/silicone-mini-pop.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=x872
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/mini-cube-pop-30-cavities.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/mini-cube-pop-30-cavities.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/mini-cube-pop-30-cavities.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/mini-rectangle-pop-mold-10-cavities.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/mini-rectangle-pop-mold-10-cavities.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/mini-rectangle-pop-mold-10-cavities.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/mini-rectangle-pop-mold-10-cavities.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/mini-u-shaped-pop-mold-10-cavities.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/mini-u-shaped-pop-mold-10-cavities.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/mini-u-shaped-pop-mold-10-cavities.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/mini-rectangle-pop-mold-10-cavities.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/mini-cube-pop-30-cavities.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/mini-u-shaped-pop-mold-10-cavities.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=scoops
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PHO
• 8oz Taiwanese 2% stretch denim.
• 100% cotton black straps.
• Matte black hardware.
• Double pen chest pocket.
• 2 lap pockets.
• Neck strap: 7" adjustable.
• Waist straps: 40".
• 33" l x 31" w.
A402  $75.00

LINCOLN
• 10oz Grey greek denim/cotton blend.
• Cellphone chest pocket.
• Triple Lap pocket with towel loop.
• 100% cotton black straps.
• 40" Waist Straps.
• Neck strap: 7" adjustable
• 33" l x 31" w.
A400  $85.00 While supplies last!

CHEFS' APRONS FROM HEDLEY AND BENNETT

NEW!

BOLDRIC CARRYALL CUTLERY BAGS
These Boldric Knife Rolls are made of a durable natural canvas and have a closure with water 
buffalo hide strap and metal D-ring hardware. These rolls are excellent for a chef who is on the 
move and needs to carry the essential knives and tools. These Boldric bags are a blend of functional 
simplistic design, throwback style, and quality. They holds 7 knives or tools that have an overall 
length of 15.5". Leather utility pocket with zipper. Dimensions when open is 20.5" l x 19" w.
Price is $81.00

  COLOR
 A. Z265 G Gray
 B. Z265 O Olive 
 C. Z265 B Black

A

B

C

http://www.jbprince.com/chefs-aprons/hedley-and-bennett-lincoln-apron.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chefs-aprons/hedley-and-bennett-pho-apron.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/bags/boldric-gray-d-Ring-canvas-knife-roll.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/bags/boldric-olive-d-ring-canvas-knife-roll.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/bags/boldric-black-d-ring-canvas-knife-roll.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=z265
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=z265
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ABALONE (LONGER LENGTH)
• 7.5oz American Chambray.
• Double Chest Pocket and 2 Lap Pockets.
• 100% Cotton Black Straps.
• Matte Black Hardware.
• Neck Strap: 7" adjustable.
• Waist Straps: 40".
• 37" l x 31" w.
A404  $85.00

GINGER
• 8.5oz American Canvas.
• Single Chest Pen Pocket.
• 1 lap pocket with a towel loop.
• 100% natural cotton straps.
• 40" waist straps.
• 7" adjustable neck strap with brass hardware.
• 33.87" l x 31" w.
A405  $80.00

CHEFCASE PRO 300B BACKPACK

NEW!

10% OFF

 for first time buyers!

Hedley and Bennett

See the video: bit.ly/chefcase

Chefcase is a comfortable backpack for the mobile chef 
or culinary student. It not only safely stores all of your 
knives and accessories but also has room for your laptop, 
tablet and books as well as all of  your personal stuff. It's 
sturdy, 100% nylon construction makes it durable and 
lightweight. Padded all around with comfortable padded 
should straps, weighs 4 lbs, 6oz. The front of the bag also 
contains a built-in protective rain cover to keep your pack 
and its contents dry in case you get caught in 
the rain. Measures 18.9" h x 12.6" w.
Z280  $179.00
• Section 1 has 6 pockets. 
• Section 2 has 2 pockets and 
   holds 12 tools. 
• Section 3 has 11 knife guards  
   and 2 large garment pockets.

http://www.jbprince.com/chefs-aprons/hedley-and-bennett-abalone-apron.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chefs-aprons/hedley-and-bennett-ginger-apron.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cutlery/chefcase-pro-300b-backpack.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cutlery/chefcase-pro-300b-backpack.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cutlery/chefcase-pro-300b-backpack.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cutlery/chefcase-pro-300b-backpack.asp#VideoAnchor
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GRAY KUNZ SPOONS
The perfect size for saucing plates. Heavy stainless steel. Excellent quality.

E. FINE TIP STRAIGHT
6.25" long, straight.
U924 A  $8.10

G. OFFSET FINE TIP
6.5" long, offset.
U924 B  $9.90

F. CURVED EXTRA FINE TIP
6.25" long, curved tip.
U924 C  $7.90

REGULAR
A. 2.5 tablespoons, 9" l.
U715  $9.90

B. 1.3 tablespoons, 7.5" l.

U716  $5.00

PLATING AND UTILITY TWEEZERS
Fine tip stainless steel tweezers that are excellent for plating and handling delicate 
ingredients. Powder-Coat finish. 

STRAIGHT TIPS

H. 10" long. 
U979 B  $7.20

I. 7.75" long.
U979  $6.30

PERFORATED
C. 7.5" l.

U719  $10.50

D. 9" l.

U718  $12.80

The hole in the handle lets you 
know the spoon is perforated 
when stored blind in a bain-marie.

E

F

G

I

H

A

B

C
D

http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/sauce-spoon-original.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/sauce-spoon-small.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/perforated-kunz-spoon-9-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/perforated-7.5-inch-spoon.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/fine-tip-straight-tweezer-6.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/curved-extra-fine-tip-tweezer-6.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/offset-fine-tip-tweezer-6.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/straight-tip-tweezer-10-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/straight-tip-tweezer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=kunz+spoon
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/fine-tip-straight-tweezer-6.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/fine-tip-straight-tweezer-6.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/curved-extra-fine-tip-tweezer-6.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/curved-extra-fine-tip-tweezer-6.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/curved-extra-fine-tip-tweezer-6.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/curved-extra-fine-tip-tweezer-6.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/offset-fine-tip-tweezer-6.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/offset-fine-tip-tweezer-6.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/offset-fine-tip-tweezer-6.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/offset-fine-tip-tweezer-6.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/offset-fine-tip-tweezer-6.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/straight-tip-tweezer-10-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/straight-tip-tweezer-10-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/straight-tip-tweezer-10-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/straight-tip-tweezer-10-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/straight-tip-tweezer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/straight-tip-tweezer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/straight-tip-tweezer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/straight-tip-tweezer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/straight-tip-tweezer.asp
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KLEARCOOK PRO
The French call it "en papillote" and 
in Italy they call it "al cartoccio". This 
ancient technique of wrapping food in 
parchment paper or even leaves has 
been around for centuries.
KlearCook is the technological revo-
lution of this cooking method using a 
scientifically designed material that can 
withstand cooking temperatures up to 
a maximum 230 °C. (446 °F.) KlearCook 
sheets can be used in the oven, on the stove-top, on a griddle, in a deep-fryer or even in boiling 
water or steam. Simply choose your preferred method of cooking using this unique shiny and clear 
cooking material and open up the endless possibilities of your inner gourmet. Just keep KlearCook 
sheets away from direct contact with flames.

Historic note: In the late 1800's Antoine Alciatore, the founder of Antoine's restaurant in New 
Orleans, created a dish called "Pompano Montgolfier" which was made in the "en papillote" style 
to honour the French Montgolfier brothers who are credited with inventing the hot air balloon. 
Antoine's restaurant remains the oldest family run restaurant in the USA today.
200 pre-cut sheets. 19.7" squares.
R1071  $98.00

NEW!

SPOON DROP DECORATING SPOONS
Inspired by the tip of a classic fountain pen these spoons add a new dimension to plating. The 
DecoSpoon is a cleverly designed set of saucing spoons that give you the ability to draw intricate 
lines, patterns, and they even allow you to write legibly with a variety of sauces. Turn a plate into 
your canvas and keep your service ware looking fresh and new. You can create wide strokes, thin 
strokes, overlays, and dots with this innovative set.
Use them like you would any writing instrument. Make sure the sauce is flowing, but with body; 
similar in viscosity to a crème anglaise. Keep your sauces in a small container making sure the 
head of the spoon is not fully submerged. This will insure you do not have excess sauce flowing 
into your design. Fill the tip of the spoon with a small amount of sauce. Hold the spoon upright 
with the tip touching the plate while you create your desired pattern. 
Made in France. Stainless steel.

• 2 DecoSpoons
• 1 Small teaspoon spoon size, 7.5" l.
• 1 Large tablespoon size, 9" l. 
• Boxed set.

WOODEN HANDLE.

B110  $19.90

ALL STAINLESS STEEL.

B111  $24.70

http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/stainless-steel-spoon-drop-decorating-spoons.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/spoondrop-decorating-spoons.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/klear-cook-200-sheets.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=spoon+drop
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PETITE CLICK AND LOCK BOX
3" l x 4" w x 2" h. 
Pack of 300.
R1203  $364.00

MEDIUM RECTANGLE 
WOOD TRAY
5" l x 7" w x 1.1" h.
Pack of 300.
R1206  $214.00

MINI WOOD TRAY
3" l x 2" w x 0.6" h.
Pack of 300.
R1204  $143.90

COLLAPSIBLE SMALL WOOD TRAY
6" square x 1.4" h. 
Pack of 300.
R1200  $262.40

COLLAPSIBLE RECTANGLE 
BOX WITH ATTACHED LID
6" l x 4" w x 2" h.
Pack of 300.
R1201  $439.00

COLLAPSIBLE SQUARE BOX 
WITH ATTACHED LID
6.25" square x 1.4" h.
Pack of 300.
R1202  $469.00

SUSTAINABLE SERVING PIECES
NEW!

BUILD AS EASY AS

1 2 3 4

SMALL TRAY
8" l x 3" w x 1.1" h.
Pack of 300.
R1205  $207.40

*

* *

*

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/petite-click-and-lock-box.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/medium-rectangle-wood-tray.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-wood-tray.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/small-rectangle-wood-tray.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/collapsible-small-wood-tray.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/collapsible-square-box-with-attached-lid.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/collapsible-rectangle-box-with-attached-lid.asp
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PALM LEAF SQUARE BOWL
4.7" square x 1.2" h.
Pack of 100.
R1076  $38.60

RECTANGULAR PALM DISH
5.1" l x 2.5" w x 1.1" h.
Pack of 200.
R1077  $77.20

SQUARE BAMBOO LEAF PLATE
A. 3.5" square x 1.2" h. Pack of 100.
R1079  $49.60

B. 4.75" square x 1.2" h. Pack of 100.
R1080  $75.00

BAMBOO LEAF SMALL PLATE
3.5" diameter. Pack of 50.
R1078  $19.30

NEW!

WOODEN MINI FORK
4" l. Pack of 100.
R1081  $5.50 

MINI PALM EGG PLATE
3.54" l x 2.36" w.
Pack of 100.
R1075  $38.60

A

B

Reverse side

C. 1.97" square x 1.75" h. Pack of 300.
R881 2  $70.70

D. 2.8" square x 2.75" h. Pack of 400.
R881 2.75  $131.00

CORRUGATED GEOMETRIC DISHES

DC

LIDS

Lids for R881 2. Pack of 300.
R487 C  $24.20

Lids for R881 2.75. Pack of 400.
R885 2.75  $62.00

Oven safe 375 °F

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/palm-leaf-square-bowl.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/rectangular-palm-dish.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/square-bamboo-leaf-plate-3.5-inches.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/square-bamboo-leaf-plate-3.5-inches.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/square-bamboo-leaf-plate-4.75-inches.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/square-bamboo-leaf-plate-4.75-inches.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-palm-egg-plate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wooden-mini-fork.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-leaf-small-plate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/corrugated-geometric-dish-1-inch-w.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/corrugated-geometric-dish-1-inch-w.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/corrugated-geometric-dish-2.75-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/corrugated-geometric-dish-2.75-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/cover-for-geometric-dish.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service-dishes/lid-for-geometric-dishes.asp
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PLA GEOMETRIC DISH
1.97" square x 1.77" h. 
1.75oz. Pack of 300.
R730  $78.40

PLA RECTANGULAR APPETIZER
7" l x 5" w. Pack of 100.
R728  $93.70

PLA MINIGLASS*
2" h. 1.2oz. Pack of 300.
R726  $86.80

PLA ERGO SPOON
3.62" l. Pack of 200.
R729  $64.90

PLA SQUARE DISH*
Clear. 2.3" square x 0.5" h.
Pack of 360.
R725  $84.00

*These items are not clear, it is semi-opaque.

PLA SERVING PIECES
PLA (Poly Lactic Acid) is a 100% biodegradable bioplastics made from starch. After use, 
these 100% vegetable items can be disintegrated with living micro-organism under a 
controlled process (80% humidity and 60 °C). An environmentally green version of plastic.

MINI EGG DISH
3.15" l x 2.17" w. 1oz.
Pack of 300.
R970  $40.50

MINI TEAR DISH
4" l x 2" w. 0.5oz.
Pack of 300.
R971  $40.50

PAPER APPETIZER CUP
3" h x 2" diameter.
Pack of 50.
R972  $9.90

OVAL SUGARCANE BOWL
8.6" l x 5.5" w. Pack of 250.
R1072  $88.20

SUGARCANE PLATE
5.12" l x 3.35" w x 
1.10" h. Pack of 100.
R1074  $63.00

SMALL SUGARCANE PLATE
3.54" square.
Pack of 100.
R1073  $18.70 

SUGARCANE
NEW!

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/sugarcane-rectangle-plate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/sugarcane-rectangle-plate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/small-square-sugarcane-plate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/oval-sugarcane-bowl.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/oval-sugarcane-bowl.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/sugarcane-mini-egg-dish.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/sugarcane-mini-tear-dish.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/paper-appetizer-cup.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/pla-geometric-dish-1.75-oz.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/pla-mini-glass-1.5-oz.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/pla-ergo-spoon.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/pla-square-dish-2.3-inch-x-2.3-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/pla-rectangular-appetizer-7-inch-x-5-inch.asp
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BAMBOO TASTING SPOON
3.5" l. Pack of 50.
R680  $25.60

BAMBOO SCOOP
4" l. Pack of 144.
R676  $85.60

BAMBOO TASTING SPOON
4" l x 1.5" w. Pack of 144.
R648  $97.90

BAMBOO SPOON WITH TAIL
3.75" l. Pack of 144.
R675  $78.80

BAMBOO SQUARE RAMEKIN
2.25" square. Pack of 144.
R650  $126.40

BAMBOO SQUARE DISH
2.25" square. Pack of 144.
R677  $108.00

BAMBOO RIMLESS SQUARE DISH
2.25" square. Pack of 144.
R678  $86.40

BAMBOO ROUND DISH
2.25" diameter. Pack of 144.
R649  $118.40

BAMBOO TRIO DISH
7" l x 2.25" w. Pack of 12.
R679  $19.70

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-trio-dish-7-inch-x-2.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/square-bamboo-ramekin-2.25-inch-l-x-2.25-w.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-square-dish-2.25-inch-x-2.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/round-bamboo-dish-2.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-rimless-square-dish-2.25-inch-x-2.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-spoon-with-tail-3.75-inch-long.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-tasting-scoop-4-inch-l-x1.5-inch-w.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-tasting-spoon-3.5-inch-long.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-scoop-4-inch-long.asp
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3.75" l x 2" w x 0.63" h.
R588 3.75  $19.00

2.5" l x 1.5" w x 0.5" h. 
R588 2.5  $14.90

Pack of 100.
2.62" l x 2" w x 1" h.
R655 2.5  $7.90

Pack of 100.
2.5" l x 1.5"w x 0.5" h.
R656 2.5  $7.90

4.5" l x 2.5" w x 0.5" h. 
R656 4.5  $8.90

5.5" l x 3" w x 0.5" h.
R656 5.5  $9.70

6.5" l x 3.25" w x 0.75" h.
R656 6.5  $12.80

8.5" l x 4" w x 1" h.
R656 8.5  $15.80

Pack of 25.
4.5" square. 
R658 4.5  $5.90

5.5" square.
R658 5.5  $10.50

Pack of 25.
7.75" l x 5" w x 0.75" h. 
R659 5  $10.90

7.75" l x 5.5" w x 1.5" h.
R659 7  $10.30

POPLAR SERVING BOATS

Pack of 100.

2" diameter x 2.38" h.
R581  $5.90 Each

4" diameter. x 2.5" h. 
Pack of 2.
R802  $11.80

3" diameter. x 3.5" h. Two bases,
one lid.
R652  $4.60 Each
LID

R652 LID  $1.70
3" DIAM. BASE

R652 BASE  $1.70

BAMBOO STEAMERS

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/poplar-wood-serving-boat-3.75-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/poplar-wood-serving-boat-3.75-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/poplar-wood-serving-boat-2.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-deep-poplar-wood-boat.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/poplar-wood-serving-boat-3-x2.25-x.5.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=r656
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/poplar-wood-serving-boat-4.5-x-2.5-x-.5.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/poplar-wood-serving-boat-5.5-x-3-x-.5.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/poplar-wood-serving-boat-6.5-x-3.25-x.75.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/poplar-wood-serving-boat-8.5-x-4-x-1.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/rectangular-poplar-wood-plate-5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=r659
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/rectangular-poplar-wood-plate-5.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/square-poplar-wood-plate-4.5-l-x-4.5-w.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/square-poplar-wood-plate-5.5-inch-x-5.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=r658
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-bamboo-steamer-2-inch-dia.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/4-inch-bamboo-steamers.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/two-tier-mini-bamboo-steamer-kit.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-steamer-lid.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-steamer-base.asp
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WOOD SAKE BOX
2.6" square x 2" h.
R872  $2.30

2" square x 1.5" h.
R871  $1.90

BAMBOO LEAF DISH
2.25" diam. x 0.75" h. Pack of 50.
R662  $9.80

SMALL WOOD PAPER
Pack of 100.
2.25" diam. x 2.25" h. 
R663 2.25  $31.00

1.5" diam. x 1.75" h. 
R663 2  $24.40

WOOD CREST PLATE
1.5" square. Pack of 100.
R681  $11.80

MINI CLOTHES PIN
1.3" l. Pack of 200.
R938  $14.20  

KRAFT BOX WITH WINDOW
2.8" square x 1.6" h. Pack of 250.
R973  $71.30

BLACK FEATHER PICKS
3.75" l. Pack of 100.
R941  $19.90

PICKS

BAMBOO PADDLE PICKS 
Pack of 100.

3.5" l. 
R990 3.5  $2.50
5.9" l. 
R990 5  $2.80

7.1" l. 
R990 7  $3.20

BAMBOO PICKS

4" l. Pack of 50.
R518  $2.60
7" l. Pack of 50.
R519  $3.30

4" l. Pack of 100.
R525 10  $2.90

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wood-sake-box.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wood-sake-box.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wood-sake-box-small.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wood-sake-box-small.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/small-wood-paper-cup-2.25-inch-diameter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/small-wood-paper-cup-2.25-inch-diameter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/small-wood-paper-cup-1.75-inch-diameter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/small-wood-paper-cup-1.75-inch-diameter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wood-crest-plate-1.5-inch-x-1.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-leaf-dish-2.25-inch-dia-.75-inch-high.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/kraft-box-with-window.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-clothes-pin.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-paddle-picks-teppo-gushi-3.5-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-paddle-picks-teppo-gushi-3.5-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-paddle-picks-teppo-gushi-5.9-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-paddle-picks-teppo-gushi-5.9-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-paddle-picks-teppo-gushi-7.1-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-paddle-picks-teppo-gushi-7.1-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-picks-4-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-picks-4-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-picks-7-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-picks-7-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-picks-4-inch-bag-of-100.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/black-feather-picks.asp
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BAMBOO TASTING FORK
6.5" l. Pack of 600.
R647  $82.80

TAPERED WOOD SPOON
3.7" l. Pack of 50.
R867  $65.00

MINI COCKTAIL FORK
3.25" l. Pack of 1,000.
R664  $7.90

MINI SPOON
4.5" l. Pack of 100.
R667  $4.30

BAMBOO MINI SPOON
3.5" l. Pack of 50.
R674  $19.90

BAMBOO MINI FORK
3.5" l. Pack of 50.
R673  $19.90

BAMBOO TONGS
5" l. Pack of 240.
R651  $86.80

BAMBOO PINCHO FORK
5.75" l. Pack of 150.
R1022  $109.40

WOODEN UTENSILS

BAMBOO SERVING TRAY
Add a fresh and green look to your buffet or cocktail party with this hand finished bamboo 
cone serving stand. The top is fixed to brushed stainless steel legs that provide a clean and 
contemporary look. There are 24 1.25" holes, whose size and location are ideal for wood 
serving cones R657 3.5 and R657 5, or any cone that you can craft to fit. 
16" l x 11.22" w x 3.5" h. Cones sold separately.
R861  $58.50

5" h x 3" diam. 
Pack of 50.
R657 5  $7.50

3.25" h x 1.75" diam.
Pack of 100. 
(Not shown).
R657 3.5  $9.60

2.25" h x 1.25" diam. 
Pack of 100. 
(Not shown).
R657 2.25  $7.60

WOOD PAPER SERVING 
CONES FOR R861

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/comatec-bamboo-pincho-fork.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/tapered-wood-spoon.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-tasting-fork-6.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-tongs-5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-cocktail-fork-3.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-cocktail-fork-3.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wooden-mini-spoon-4-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wooden-mini-spoon-4-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-mini-fork-3.5-inch-long.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-mini-fork-3.5-inch-long.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-mini-spoon-3.5-inch-long.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-mini-spoon-3.5-inch-long.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-cone-serving-tray-24-cones.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wood-paper-serving-cone.5-inch-l-2.75-inch-dia.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wood-paper-serving-cone-3.5-inch-1.75-inch-dia.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wood-paper-serving-cone-2.25-inch-1.25-inch-dia.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-cone-serving-tray-24-cones.asp
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MINIATURE PIZZA BOX
3.5" square x 0.75" h.
Pack of 100.
R902  $36.60

WHITE CARDBOARD CONE
Pack of 100.

MINI TAKEOUT STYLE CONTAINER
Base: 1.18" square. 
Top: 2" square. 
2.35" h. 3oz. 
Pack of 100.
R879  $49.30

MINI BURGER STYLE BOX
2.5" square x 2" h. 
Pack of 100.
R880  $48.70

2.5" diam. x 4.75" h.
R903 L  $48.00

CORRUGATED  

R880 A  $43.60

1.75" diam. x 3.5" h.
R903 M  $45.70

MINI FRY BOX
3.25" l x 2" w x 1.6" h.  
Pack of 300.
R1023  $44.20

NEWSPRINT CARDBOARD CONE
Pack of 100. 

1.75 " diam. x 3.5" h. 
R1024 M  $45.70

CARDBOARD MINIS

CORRUGATED  

R976  $17.80

2.5 " diam. x 4.75" h.
R1024 L  $49.40

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/miniature-pizza-box.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/miniature-pizza-box.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-pizza-box.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-burger-style-box.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-burger-style-box.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-burger-style-box-corrugated.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-burger-style-box-corrugated.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/white-cardboard-cone-medium.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/white-cardboard-cone-medium.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/white-cardboard-cone-large.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/white-cardboard-cone-large.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/comatec-cardboard-cone-medium.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/comatec-cardboard-cone-medium.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/comatec-cardboard-cone-large.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/comatec-cardboard-cone-large.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/comatec-mini-fry-box.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/mini-takeout-style-container.asp
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ILLUMINATED VERRINES STRIP
20 slots. Stainless steel. 
50" l x 2.75" w x 1.9" h.
R1105  $89.90

RECTANGULAR SERVICE TRAY
Stainless steel. 22.4" l x 7" w.
R1104  $39.90

PLA Ergo Spoon (R729, page 18) 
sold separately.

VERRINES TRAY
Fits 30 verrines. Clear plastic. 
25.9" l x 9.4" w.
R1101  $33.40

INNOVATIVE SERVICE
Move beyond the typical methods of presentation and create combinations of service elements 
and taste that will excite your guest. These service pieces allow you to showcase a variety food 
items conveniently and elegantly on the buffet or passed at your event. The additions of light, 
symmetry and repeated form are elements of these service pieces and will complement your food 
and elevate the look of your bite size offerings.

VERRINES AND SKEWERS TRAY
Clear plastic. 25.9" l x 9.4" w.
R1102  $29.90

VERRINES AND SKEWERS PALETTE TRAY
Clear plastic. 15.3" l x 13.3" w.
R1103  $23.70

NEW!

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/illuminated-verrines-strip.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/verrines-tray.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/verrines-and-skewers-tray.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/rectangular-service-tray.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/verrines-and-skewers-palette-tray.asp
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MINI TASTING SPATULA
Stainless steel. 4.3" l x 1.3" w. 
Pack of 10.
R1106  $24.75

MINI TASTING TURNER
Stainless steel. 4.3" l x 1.5" w. 
Pack of 10.
R1107  $27.40

PAPER CONES
Pack of 100. 4.7" l x 1.9" square.

Black. 
R1108 B  $23.90  

White.
R1108 W  $23.90

VERTICAL SKEWERS STRIP WITH DIPPING BOWLS
Fits 22 skewers. Includes 2 dipping bowls.
Bamboo. 35.4" l x 3.93" w.
R1110  $28.90

ASSORTED MINI DISHES TRAY
Fits 20 assorted mini dishes. 
Clear plastic. 25.9" l x 9.4" w.
R1100  $29.90  
Holds vessels with item numbers R1108 
B, R1108 W, R881 2, R542 2, R542 1.5, 
R834, R487, R730, and R930.

NEW!

These items are sold flat. 
Must be made up.

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/vertical-skewers-strip-with-dipping-bowls.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-tasting-spatula.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-tasting-turner.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/black-paper-cone.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/black-paper-cone.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/white-paper-cone.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/white-paper-cone.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/assorted-mini-dishes-tray.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/assorted-mini-dishes-tray.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/black-paper-cone.asp
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SEA GREEN GLASS TRAY RECTANGLE
11" l x 5.9" w.

Gloss finish. Matte finish.
R1050  $41.70  R1050 M  $45.10

SEA GREEN MATTE GLASS BOWL
Matte finish. 3.7" diameter x 1.8" h.
R1061  $21.00

SEA GREEN GLASS TRAY SQUARE
5.9" l x 5.5" w.

Gloss finish. Matte finish.
R1052  $25.00  R1052 M  $28.40

OCEAN BLUE GLASS TRAY RECTANGLE
11" l x 5.9" w.

Gloss finish. Matte finish.
R1049  $41.70  R1049 M  $45.10

OCEAN BLUE GLASS TRAY SQUARE
5.9" l x 5.5" w.

Gloss finish. Matte finish.
R1051  $25.00  R1051 M  $28.40

OCEAN BLUE MATTE GLASS BOWL
Matte finish. 3.7" diameter x 1.8" h.
R1060  $21.00

SERVICE WARE INSPIRED BY NATURE
Mother Nature's beauty is not easy to capture and mimic, but these service pieces do just that. 
They give chefs an opportunity to bring natural forms into the dining room and present creations 
with pieces inspired by land and sea.

NEW!

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/sea-green-glass-tray-rectangle.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/sea-green-matte-glass-tray-rectangle.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=r1050
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/sea-green-glass-tray-square.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/sea-green-matte-glass-tray-square.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=r1052
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=r1049
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/ocean-blue-glass-tray-rectangle.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/ocean-blue-matte-glass-tray-rectangle.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=R1051
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=R1051
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/ocean-blue-matte-glass-tray-square.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/sea-green-matte-glass-bowl.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/ocean-blue-matte-glass-bowl.asp
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OYSTER DISHES

E. 3.23" l x 1.75" w x 1.2" h. 1.5oz.
R914  $16.20

F. 4.6" l x 2.6" w x 0.95" h. 1.5oz.
R918  $18.20

G. 4.9" l x 1.6" w x 2.85" h. 2oz.
R968  $22.20

SEA URCHIN DISHES

H. 1" opening diameter x 2" h. 1.5oz.
R913 5  $10.70

I. 1.25" opening diameter x 1.9" h. 1.5oz.
R913 6  $13.30

J. 1.9" opening diameter x 2.25" h. 4.25oz.
R913 8  $15.70

TREE RING PLATES

A. 11.5" l x 10.25" w.
R1055  $21.60  

B. 6.3" l x 5.75" w.
R993  $56.20

These well-crafted collection consists of detailed porcelain replicas and glass likenesses 
of products that we experience in our natural surroundings.

NEW!

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

IJ

D. TREE PEDESTAL (STUMP)
4" h.
R1057  $25.50

C. TREE RING BOWL
6.3" diameter x 2" h.
R1056  $30.00

NEW!

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/tree-ring-plate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/tree-ring-plate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/tree-rings-plate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/tree-rings-plate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/tree-ring-bowl.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/tree-ring-bowl.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/tree-pedestal.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/tree-pedestal.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/oyster-dish-1.96-inches-x-1.18-inches.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/oyster-dish-1.96-inches-x-1.18-inches.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/shallow-oyster-dish.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/shallow-oyster-dish.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/large-oyster-dish.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/large-oyster-dish.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/sea-urchin-dish-small.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/sea-urchin-dish-small.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/sea-urchin-dish-2.36-inches.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/sea-urchin-dish-2.36-inches.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/sea-urchin-dish-big.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/sea-urchin-dish-big.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=oyster+dish
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=tree+ring
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=sea+urchin
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C. ROCA PLATE
9.4" l x 7.1" w x 5" h.
R1058  $56.20

D. CRATER DISH
8.7" diameter.
R1059  $63.00

DOME
6.7" diameter x 7.9" h.
6 indents.
R1054  $241.40

TOWER
4.7" diameter x 18.9" h.
7 indents.
R1053  $276.30

GLASS SERVICE TOWERS

NEW!

NEW!

ROCA BOWLS
Double walled for insulation.

A. 3.9" l x 2.9" w x 1.68" h. 1oz.
R919 A  $25.40

B. 6.25" l x 2.5" w. 4.7" h. 4oz.
R919  $42.20

A

B

C

NEW!

D

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/small_roca-bowl.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/small_roca-bowl.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/roca-bowl.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/roca-bowl.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/roca-plate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/roca-plate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/black-glass-crater-bowl.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/black-glass-crater-bowl.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/glass-canape-dome.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/glass-canape-tower.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=roca
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COLUMN GLASSES WITH BASE
A. Base is 2.2" l x 1.75" w x 3.6" h. 
Glass is 3.5" h x 1.25" diameter. 2.25oz. 
Holds 1 glass. Pack of 6.
R1067 $96.00

B. Base is 3.25" l x 1.75" w x 3.5" h.
Glass is 3.5" h x 1.25" diameter.
2.25oz. Holds 2 glasses. Each.
R1068 $20.80

C. Base is 6.3" l x 1.8" w x 3.5" h.
Glass is 3.5" h x 1.25" diameter.
2.25oz. Holds 4 glasses. Pack of 3.
R1070 $92.50

D. Base is 9.5" l x 1.8" w x 3.75" h.
Glass is 3.5" h x 1.25" diameter. 2.25oz.
Holds 6 glasses. Each.
R1069 $45.90

A B C D

DEGUSTATION SET
This clever set has all of the components for serving an 
appetizer, an element of an entrée or something for guests 
to share. It includes two stainless steel spoons and a wooden 
base that neatly houses two 5.25oz cylindrical glasses.

Base is 5.9" l x 2.75" w x 2.8" h. Glasses are 2.75" h x 2.25"
diameter. Holds 2 glasses. 5.25oz capacity.  
Includes 2 stainless steel spoons. Spoons are 4.5" l.
R1066  $37.80

NEW!

NEW!

BOROSILICATE GLASSES
NEW!

GLASS SAUCE PAN
5.5" l x 2.4" diameter x 1.8" h.
Each. 3.5oz.
R1065  $23.40

CYLINDER GLASSES
  DIMENSIONS PACK  CAPACITY PRICE
R1062 2.4" ø x 1.8" h 6 3.38oz $31.00
R1063 3.5" ø x 1.6" h 6 6.8oz $49.40
R1064 2.4" ø x 2.8" h 6 5oz $39.70

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/column-glass-with-base.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/2-column-glasses-with-base.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/4-column-glasses-with-base.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/6-column-glasses-with-base.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/degustation-set.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/cylinder-glass-borosilicate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/cylinder-glass-borosilicate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wide-cylinder-glass-borosilicate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wide-cylinder-glass-borosilicate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/tall-cylinder-glass-borosilicate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/tall-cylinder-glass-borosilicate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/glass-saute-pan-borosilicate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=column+glass
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2.75" h x 2.8" diam. 
4oz.
R868  $3.70

2.4" h x 1.6" diam. 
1oz.
R860  $2.50

3.25" h x 1.50" diam. 
2oz.
R580  $2.40

3.75" h x 2" l x 
1.5" w. 3.5oz.
R829  $2.90

Please note that these mason jars cannot be used for preserving. OVAL

GLASS MASON JARS
They have a bail wire closure and rubber gasket seal. Use them to 
serve desserts, appetizers, or simply place condiments on the table 
for your guest. Mason Jars are a simple and attractive vessels that 
have great functionality and old world appeal.

THE PORTHOLE BY CRUCIAL DETAIL
A simple and beautiful infusion vessel that can be used for cocktails, oils, 
teas, or any infusion imaginable.

OVERALL DIMENSIONS: 7" l x 7" w x 2" h.
INTERIOR DIMENSIONS: 6" diameter x 1" h.
CAPACITY: 13oz.
MATERIAL: Tempered Low Iron Glass, FDA Grade ABS, 
Stainless Steel, FDA Grade Silicone.

WHAT IS INCLUDED:

• One Porthole.
• Three photo-etched stainless steel filter screens
of varying densities.

• One flexible silicone cap to seal the contents
for longer term infusions.

• One hex key.
• A set of thumbscrews that can be used as an
alternative to the counter sunk screws for faster
assembly.

R995  $99.00

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/porthole-by-crucial-detail.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-mason-jar-one-ounce.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/glass-mason-jar.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-mason-jar-2-oz.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/small-oval-mason-jar.asp
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BAR TOOLS

HOFFMAN
13.1" l.
1123  $19.90

BARSPOON
WITH MUDDLER
15.74" l. 
1124  $24.90

COCKTAIL KINGDOM MIXING GLASSES

COCKTAIL KINGDOM BAR SPOONS

TWO TONE TRIDENT
12.2" l.
1215  $23.90

TRIDENT
A. 12.2" l.
1214  $23.90

B. 9.75" l.
1213  $18.40

PRESSINO
11" l.
1203 $7.30

The mixing glass is a quintessential piece for all serious cocktail bars and ideal for stirred drinks. 
Their weight provides excellent stability while stirring cocktails. Each glass has a refined pour 
spout to help with the transfer of drinks and a distinct decorative pattern etched into the exterior. 
All of these attributes make for a functional and attractive tool for the bar.

A

A

B

SEAMLESS YARAI
550ml or 18.6oz.
1119  $39.95

PADDLE
550ml or 18.6oz.
1118  $39.95

YARAI
500ml or 16.9oz.
1120  $32.90

http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-seamless-paddle-mixing-glass-tapered-base.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-yarai-mixing-glass.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-seamless-yarai-mixing-glass-tapered-base.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-hoffman-barspoon.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-barspoon-with-muddler.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/trident-bar-spoon-small-12.2-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/trident-bar-spoon-small-12.2-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/trident-bar-spoon-small.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/trident-bar-spoon-small.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/two-tone-trident-bar-spoon-small.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/pressino-bar-spoon-with-stud.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-seamless-paddle-mixing-glass-tapered-base.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-seamless-paddle-mixing-glass-tapered-base.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-yarai-mixing-glass.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-seamless-yarai-mixing-glass-tapered-base.asp
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A. SET OF KORIKO SHAKER TINS
2 weighted tins includes a large 
28oz and small 18oz heavy 
duty stainless steel cup. 
Theses shakers maintain a 
great seal and are of an  
excellent quality. 
10.5" h x 3.5" diameter.
1121  $16.90

USAGI COBBLER SHAKER
Consists of three parts and has a capacity of 500ml or 16.9oz. It is the ideal 
tool for executing the perfect Japanese hard shake. This heavy weight cobbler 
style shaker comes in at a substantial 1.10lb each (.5kg) giving it extra stability 
and weight. It is an all stainless steel construction and great for both working 
bartenders and the enthusiast alike. 7.5" h x 3.25" diameter.
1122  $42.90

SHAKERS

BARON COCKTAIL SHAKER
Made in Japan, Yukiwa barware is known for its durability and 
quality. Ideal for the Japanese hard shake, the Baron Cocktail 
shaker has a two piece stainless steel top that allows for easy 
straining and pouring. 8.25" h x 3.5" diameter. Made in Japan.
1210  $64.00

COCKTAIL KINGDOM JIGGERS
18/8 stainless steel.

E. 1oz on one side, and 2oz on the other, with 
a 0.5, 0.75 and 1.5oz etchings on the inside. 
1128  $8.90

C. Leopold. 1oz and 2oz measures. It also includes 
inner markings at 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75oz on the 1oz 
side and a marking of 1.5oz on the 2oz side.
1129  $18.90

D. 0.5oz on one side, and 0.75oz on the 
other, with a 0.25oz etching on the inside.
1127  $8.00

C D E

A

B

B. BULLSEYE BOSTON SHAKER TINS
The larger 28oz tin is footed with concentric 
bands, giving it additional balance, and lending 
an understated flair to the piece. The smaller tin is 
20oz. capacity and fits securely into the large tin 
providing an excellent seal for shaken cocktails. 
12" h x 3.75" diameter. Made in Japan.
1212  $89.00

Item temporarily unavailable until 8/2015

http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-set-of-koriko.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-set-of-koriko.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/bullseye-boston-shaker-tins.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/bullseye-boston-shaker-tins.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/baron-cocktail-shaker.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/baron-cocktail-shaker.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-usagi-cobbler-shaker.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-usagi-cobbler-shaker.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-stainless-steel-leopold-jigger.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-stainless-steel-leopold-jigger.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-jigger.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-jigger.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-jigger-1128.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-jigger-1128.asp
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C. 2" square. 6 cubes.
1131  $6.90

A. 1.25" square. 15 cubes.
1130  $6.90

D. 5.25" l x 1.25" w x 1.25" h. 
4 rectangles.
1132  $7.95

B. ICE SPHERE TRAY
2" diameter. 4 spheres.
1133  $6.90

B

D

C

A

COCKTAIL KINGDOM ICE CUBE TRAYS

F. PREMIUM JULEP STRAINER
Stainless steel with a matte finish.
1125  $10.90

COCKTAIL STRAINERS

DASHER CORK TOPS 
Stainless steel cork.
Pack of 3.
1138  $16.95

BEVELED
1136  $19.90 1137  $17.90

COCKTAIL KINGDOM BITTERS BOTTLES
Fitted with a stainless steel and cork dasher top. 
100ml or 3.3oz.

H. BARON COCKTAIL STRAINER
Made out of brushed stainless steel.
1211  $19.40

E. KORIKO HAWTHORNE STRAINER
Made of stainless steel with a very tight coil. 
1126  $18.70

E

F

H

G

G. COLINO ITALIAN COCKTAIL STRAINER
2-Prong style crafted to the highest standards.
1200  $16.20

http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-ice-cube-tray.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-ice-ball-trays.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-ice-cube-tray-1131.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-collins-ice-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-koriko-hawthorne-strainer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-koriko-hawthorne-strainer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-premium-julep-strainer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-premium-julep-strainer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/colino-italian-cocktail-strainer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/colino-italian-cocktail-strainer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/baron-cocktail-strainer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/baron-cocktail-strainer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-plain-bitters-bottles-1137.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-beveled-bitters-bottles.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-dasher-cork-top.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-ice-cube-tray.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-ice-ball-trays.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-ice-cube-tray-1131.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/Bar-Tools/cocktail-kingdom-collins-ice-mold.asp
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SOUS-VIDE LOW-TEMPERATURE COOKING
The term Sous-Vide literally translates into "under vacuum", and has been adopted as 
the name for a cooking method that relies on precise temperature control. Foods 
cooked in this method are typically vacuum sealed in a non-reactive plastic pouch and 
heated in a water bath at a specific temperature until a desired level of doneness has 
been reached. This exacting technique provides unmatched control and consistency 
that cannot be found in other cooking methods.

A. CHEF SERIES
The professional kitchen standard.

• Innovative features and award winning design deliver 
 outstanding results under the toughest conditions and 
 demands.
• Precisely controls up to 30 liters (8 gallons).
P396  $799.00

B. CLASSIC SERIES WITH CAGE
The legendary machine that changed kitchens forever.

• The breakthrough innovation that helped pioneer the new  
 realm of Sous-Vide cooking.
• The standard behind many cookbooks and 
 ground-breaking recipes.
• Precisely controls up to 30 liters (8 gallons).
P352 $1,199.95

C. CREATIVE SERIES
Perfect for occasional or lower volume applications.

• Ideal for recipe testing, culinary students or a backup unit.
• An excellent, low cost option.
• Precisely controls up to 20 liters (5.3 gallons).
P399  $399.00

COMPARISON A. CHEF SERIES 
(P396)

B. CLASSIC SERIES 
(P352)

C. CREATIVE SERIES 
(P399)

MAX. BATH VOLUME 30L (8 gal.) 30L (8 gal.) 20 L (5.3 gal.)

MAX. PUMP OUTPUT 12L min (3 gal. min.) 12L min (3.2 gal. min) 6L min (1.6 gal. min.)

FLOW ADJUSTABLE Variable flow 2 Speeds N/A

MAX. TEMPERATURE 200 °F (90 °C) 200 °F (90 °C) 210 °F (99 °C)

TEMP. STABILITY ±0.07 °C (±0.13 °F) ±0.05 °C (±0.09 °F) ±0.1 °C (±0.07 °F)

HEATER WATTAGE 120V (1100W) 120V (1100W) 120V (1100W)

INCLUDES Sous-Vide Technique and Recipe 
book, protective travel case

None Guide to Sous-Vide

WARRANTY One year limited. One year limited. One year limited.
No commercial warranty

A

B

C

http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-machines/sous-vide-professional-machine.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-machines/sous-vide-professional-machine.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-equipment/classic-series-thermal-circulator.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-equipment/classic-series-thermal-circulator.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-machines/sous-vide-professional-creative-series-thermal-circulator.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-machines/sous-vide-professional-creative-series-thermal-circulator.asp
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VACUUM POUCHES 
These bags are ideal for storage and low temperature "sous-vide" style cooking. They are rated 
for a temperature range of -58 to 176 °F, and have superb clarity. 

Case of 1,000.  Case of 1,000. Case of 500.
6" w x 8" l bags. 8" w x 12" l bags.  12" w x 16" l bags.  
3 mil thick. 3 mil thick. 3 mil thick.  
P376 6  $44.60  P376 8  $89.30  P376 12  $89.30

SINGLE SLOT LABEL DISPENSER
This 2" wide single slot dispenser removes label backing from the 
individual labels when dispensed for quick and easy application. 
Dispensers can stand free or be mounted on a wall for better utilization 
of space. Works with labels sizes 2" square, 2" l × 3” w, and 2" w × 4" l; 
This dispenser has a lifetime guarantee.
U971  $33.00

COOK CHILL SOUS-VIDE LABEL
Cook chill labels are moisture resistant and feature an adhesive 
designed specifically for sous-vide cooking. With fields for 
contents, prep date, use by, shelf life, cooking temperatures, 
and more. These labels will help chefs maintain a solid HACCP 
plan and  ensure that items cooked sous-vide are properly stored, 
cooked, and served. 500 labels. 3.25" l x 2.25" w.
U970  $22.50

THOMAS KELLER SOUS-VIDE
Own the kit with the machine responsible for propelling low temperature sous-vide cooking 
to the fore front of the culinary world.

KIT INCLUDES:
• Classic Circulator with protective cage.
• An 18 liter clear polycarbonate cooking tank.
• Custom-fit lid designed to keep heat and steam in the cooking tank.
• Chef Thomas Keller’s exclusive "Sous Vide – A Guide to Low-Temperature Cooking".

P350 TK
$984.00

SPECIAL PRICE!

http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-equipment/thomas-keller-circulator-kit.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-equipment/3-mil-vacuum-pouch-6-inch-x-8-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-equipment/3-mil-vacuum-pouch-8-inch-x-12-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-equipment/3-mil-vacuum-pouch-12-inch-x-16-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/single-slot-2-inches-label-dispenser.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/cook-chill-sous-vide-label.asp
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2 CHANNEL TYPE K THERMOMETER
This unit provide extremely accurate and reliable temperature  
measurement with all the versatility and range of type K thermometers. 
Features relative, min/max/ave temperature, hold, and touch tone but-
tons. Results are displayed on a large 1.25" x 1.75" LCD. An adjustment 
allows the user to easily calibrate to ice point or any other standard. It 
will read and display results from two probes simultaneously and track 
the difference between them (T1-T2). Come ready to use with a 9V bat-
tery and 2 beaded wire probes (Ambient Type K probe 800077). N.I.S.T. 
traceable certificate of compliance available. 5.25" l.
U990  $92.70 NEW!

DIGITAL THERMOCOUPLE THERMOMETER
This thermometer has a splash resistant sealed membrane keypad, 
making it ideal for environments where liquids are used and easy to 
clean up. It has a minimum/maximum feature that will provide you with 
the lowest and highest temperatures that have registered during the 
thermometer's use.
A hold function allows you to lock in a temperature reading for easier 
viewing and reads in both Celsius and Fahrenheit. The unit has a pro-
tective rubber sleeve that also acts as a tabletop stand. It accepts a "K" 
type probe that is not included. Temperature range is -418 to 2501 °F 
(-250 to 1372 °C ) 4 triple AAA batteries (included). 5" l x 2" w.
3 years from manufacturer.
U840  $193.80

PROBES
TYPE K HYPODERMIC PROBE FOR SOUS VIDE
An ultra fine 2.5" probe designed for penetrating soft or semi-soft 
materials with minimal intrusion. It has a 40" teflon coated cable 
that is heat resistant to 450 °F. Great for sous-vide or any 
applications that require delicate work. It can be used with
any thermocouple thermometer that accepts type "K"
connection probes. Probes should not be used while fully
submerged in liquid.
U980  $236.00

HYPODERMIC PROBE WITH TYPE K CONNECTION
An ultra fine probe designed for penetrating soft or semi-soft 
materials with minimal intrusion. Great for sous-vide 
applications and can be used with any thermocouple 
thermometer that accepts type “K” connection probes. 
Probes should not be used while fully submerged in liquid.
TYPE: K
TEMP RANGE: -418 to 600 °F (-250 to 315 °C)
PROBE LENGTH: 2.5"
DIAMETER: 0.035"
CABLE LENGTH: 2.5 ft.
U841  $106.00

http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/2-channel-type-k-thermometer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/digital-thermocouple-thermometer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/type-k-hypodermic-probe-for-sous-vide.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/hypodermic-probe-type-k-2.25-inch.asp
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11 LBS. DIGITAL SCALES
A great personal scale to have at your station for quickly weighing and portioning product during 
prep time. A good performer at an exceptional value. Tare Feature lets you reset the scale back to 
zero. When using a container, scale can subtract the containers weight to obtain the weight of its 
contents feature.

The maximum weight the scale will be able to measure is 11 lb or 5000 gram. Accurately
measures in 0.1 ounce or 1 gram increments. Compact and portable for easy storage and
transport. The scale will automatically turn off when it is not used for a set time. 
This feature ensures long battery 
life. 5.25" platform diameter. 
8" l x 6" w  x 1.25" h.
AA batteries are included.
Price is $26.50

PRECISION MEASURING DEVICES

  COLOR
 U933 Black
 U933 R Red 
 U933 BL Blue  
 U933 G Green

SALINITY PEN
Simultaneously displays the parameter being measured and
temperature in °C or °F. Features automatic temperature compensation, 
2-pt. calibration, auto power off, hold function, and a low battery 
indicator. The case is IP65 waterproof, and will float if accidentally 
dropped into the water. Comes with 4 button-cell batteries and a 
built-in probe with protective cap. 6.5" l.
U993  $68.20

B. PH BUFFER SET
Includes one 40ml bottle of each of the following: 
pH 4, pH 7, pH 10. For use with ATC pH Pen. 
2.5" h x 1.5" square. Pack of 3.
U992  $14.00

NEW!

B

A

A. ATC PH PEN
Automatically calibrates to pH 4, 7, 10 buffers and can be 
adjusted to recognize non-standard buffers as well. 
Features hold function, and auto power off with low 
battery indicator. The case is IP65 waterproof, and will 
float if accidentally dropped into the water. Comes with 
4 button-cell batteries and a built-in electrode kept 
moist with a protective cap. 6.5" l.
U991  $47.20

NEW!

http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=u933
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/11-lb-digital-scale.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/11-lb-digital-red-scale.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/11-lb-digital-blue-scale.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/11-lb-digital-green-scale.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/atc-ph-pen.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/ph-buffer-set.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/salinity-pen.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/ph-buffer-set.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/ph-buffer-set.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/atc-ph-pen.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/atc-ph-pen.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/atc-ph-pen.asp
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  COLOR
 U975 White
 U975 G Green 
 U975 R Red

FOLDING THERMOCOUPLE THERMOMETERS
Perfect for thin cuts of meat, fish or poultry. Simply flip down the rapid-response thermocouple 
probe and insert it into food as thin as 1/8". BioCote® technology gives the water resistant 
housing constant, built-in antimicrobial protection, providing a finish that helps prevent microbes 
from growing on the surface. The display features extra big digits and can be backlit for low 
light conditions.
Price is $63.00
• Instrument Range: -58 to +572 °F (-50 to +300 °C).
• NSF® Certified.
• 3 second response.
• 1,5 mm reduced tip.
• Backlit in blue.
• 4.25"/10,8 cm probe.
• Recalibratable.
• Water resistant.
• Shatterproof.
• Max/min.

• Extra big digit.
• Food-safe ABS plastic with BioCote®.

• 304 stainless steel probe.
• On/off button.
• Auto-off.
• Temperature guide on thermometer.
• Mounting: loop.
• 6.5" l x 2" w.

FOOD SAFETY LASER/PROBE THERMOMETER
A non contact infrared (IR) and probe thermometer all in one unit. The IR 
portion has a temperature range of -30 to 525 °F (-35 to 275 °C).
The probe has a temperature range of -40 to 390 °F (-40 to 200 °C).
It is designed to support HACCP monitoring systems. The unit includes 
a canvas belt sheath and 9V battery.1 year warranty from manufacturer. 
6.5" l.
U902  $157.40

LASER THERMOMETER FROM SPER
Ranges: -4 to 518 °F  (-20 to 270 °C). Powered
by 9V battery (included). Five year warranty
from manufacturer. 8" l.
U783 A  $58.90

LASER THERMOMETER
Ranges -25 to 400 °F (-30 to 204 °C). Powered by 9V battery 
(not included). 1 year warranty for manufaturer. 7.5" l.
U782  $141.00

http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/food-safety-laser-probe-thermometer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/food-safety-laser-probe-thermometer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/laser-thermometer-from-sper.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/laser-thermometer-from-sper.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/laser-thermometer-from-cooper.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/laser-thermometer-from-cooper.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/folding-thermocouple-thermometer-in-white.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/folding-thermocouple-thermometer-in-green.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/folding-thermocouple-thermometer-in-red.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=u975
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CLEAR
2.8" square x 2.75" h.
7oz. Pack of 400.
R542 2.75  $119.80

SEA GREEN
2" square x 1.75" h.
1.75oz. Pack of 300.
R487  $46.90
CLEAR
2" square x 1.75" h.
2oz. Pack of 300.
R542 2  $46.90

CLEAR
1.97" square x 1.77" h.
1.75oz. Pack of 300.
R834  $63.40

CLEAR
1.5" square x 3.3" h.
3.33oz. Pack of 300.
R542 1.5  $89.80

CLEAR
2.25" square x 3" h.
6oz. Pack of 400.
R542 2.38  $119.00

DISPOSABLE GEOMETRIC DISHES

LIDS
Lids for R542 2.75. 
Pack of 400.
R885 2.75  $62.00

Lids for R487, R542 2. 
Pack of 300.
R487 C  $24.20

Lids For R542 2.38
400 pack
R598 2.38  $56.20

A. 6" l. 15ml capacity. Pack of 250.
R831  $24.70

PIPETTES
Used for transferring or delivering measured quantities of liquids. A unique tool for serving hors d' 
oeuvres with a sauce. 

B. 3.25" l. 4ml capacity. Pack of 500.
R690  $26.20

C. 3.5" l. 1.7ml capacity. Pack of 500.
R690 3.5  $26.90

D. 1" diameter x 2.8" l. 6ml. Pack of 100.
R1012  $15.90

A

B

C

D

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/geometric-dish-swirls-pack-of-300.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/geometric-dish-sea-green.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/geometric-dish-2-oz-clear.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/geometric-dish-2-oz-clear.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/geometric-dish-8-oz.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/geometric-dish-clear-3.3-oz.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/medium-clear-geometric-dish.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/pipette-6-inch-long.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/pipette-6-inch-long.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/pipette-3.5-inch-1.7-ml-capacity.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/pipette-3.5-inch-1.7-ml-capacity.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/Pipette.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/Pipette.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/sphere-pipette-6-ml.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service-dishes/lid-for-geometric-dishes.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/cover-for-geometric-dish.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/lids-for-medium-clear-geometric-lid.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/sphere-pipette-6-ml.asp


JB PRINCE
36 East 31st Street, 11th Floor
New York, NY 10016

Tel: 800-473-0577 | 212-683-3553 
Email: customerservice@jbprince.com
Fax: 212-683-4488
Website: jbprince.com
Social:

  DIAMETER HEIGHT CAPACITY  PRICE

M480 35 1.5" 1.38" 1oz  $13.40
M480 45 1.5" 1.5" 2oz $15.70
M480 55 2" 2" 3oz $21.60

INDIVIDUAL CAKE CANNELE MOLDS
Precise fluting. Heavy copper with tin lining for small cakes.

http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/individual-cake-cannele-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/cannele-mold-1.5-inch-x-1.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/professional-culinary-molds/cannele-mold-20-inch-x-20-inch.asp
https://www.youtube.com/user/JBPrinceCompany
https://www.facebook.com/jbprincecompany
https://www.facebook.com/jbprincecompany
https://twitter.com/jbprince
https://www.pinterest.com/jbprincecompany/
https://instagram.com/jbprincecompany/
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=m480
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=m480
http://www.jbprince.com/pc_combined_results.asp?q=m480
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